October 1998 Report
NORFED - The National Organization for the Repeal of the Federal Reserve Act and the Internal
Revenue Code - issued the American Liberty Currency (ALC) on October 1, 1998 as planned. This fact,
in and of itself, is a major accomplishment for America’s patriotic community. More than just a isolated
patriot waving the flag for Freedom and Liberty, the American Liberty Currency symbolizes a national
effort to effect real change to our economic system. When one finally stops and considers how basic our
money is to our lives, one realizes how powerful a force we chose to redirect from a fraudulent Federal
Reserve cabal to the free enterprise system based on individual liberty.
But the American Liberty Currency did not stop on day one, nor will not stop until the truth is known,
for America IS the land of the free and home of the brave. What is most amazing is that we can have
our currency if we are simply brave enough to do it. Please show the currency to someone everyday.
Let it be known that 98% of the value of the dollar has been siphoned off since 1913. That 98% of
America’s enormous wealth has been stolen through the fractional reserve banking of the Federal
Reserve. Let it be known that our social problems are directly related to our valueless currency and if
you and I don’t do something soon, it will be too late.
The debut of America’s only silver backed currency was covered with a front page article by The
Evansville Press. The article featured an interview of Jim Thomas, noted patriot extrodinaire, publisher
of Media Bypass Magazine Please subscribe to this great publication!
This article was followed by another front page article in color by Coin World, the largest publication on
collectibles in the world. The American Liberty Currency was also in Real Asset Investor Newsletter,
and featured on several radio interviews of Bernard von NotHaus, Senior Economist for NORFED.
From well informed bankers, to starving artists, the Redemption Centers grew to over 25 locations from
coast to coast and members, i.e. anyone who has some American Liberty Currency, number in the
hundreds. $30,000 Liberty Dollars were put into circulate during October by direct exchange of Federal
Reserve Notes. All of this in the first month.
To all of those who have helped make this month possible - THANKS! To those who are not involved I
invite you to join the party. The Silver Certificates are beautiful, backed by silver, 100 percent legal,
fully negotiable and makes a great collectable for your wall or wallet. I also invite you to investigate
your choices and those of America. The world is myriad in a quagmire of economic uncertainty. The
only way out is a value backed currency. Please call your nearest Redemption Center or as one
financial newsletter titled their article, “Open your own bank and give the Fed a run for their money.”
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